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Abstract. To develop a robust classification algorithm in the adver-
sarial setting, it is important to understand the adversary’s strategy.
We address the problem of label flips attack where an adversary con-
taminates the training set through flipping labels. By analyzing the
objective of the adversary, we formulate an optimization framework
for finding the label flips that maximize the classification error. An
algorithm for attacking support vector machines is derived. Exper-
iments demonstrate that the accuracy of classifiers is significantly
degraded under the attack.

1 INTRODUCTION

We focus on the binary classification for security applications, in
which adefenderattempts to separateinstancesinto malicious and
benign classes. The threat is that theadversarywill manipulate in-
stances to mislead the decision of a classifier [7]. According to the
capability of the adversary, attacks may be eitherexploratoryin that
they exploit the blind spot of a classifier but do not affect training,
or they may becausativein that they subvert the learning process
by controlling the training data [1]. For example, in an exploratory
attack, the adversary disguises the spam by adding unrelated words
to evade the spam filter [9, 10, 14]. In a causative attack, theadver-
sary flags every legitimate mail as spam while the defender isgath-
ering the training data. Consequently, the spam filter trained on such
data is likely to cause a false alarm and may block all legitimate
mails [12, 11].

The causative attack has recently attracted growing interest from
the scientific community due to its long-lasting impact on learning
algorithms. In general, if one attempt to harness human resources for
training models, then the training data is in danger of contamination.
Specifically, the adversary can carry out the causative attack either by
introducingfeature noiseor label noiseto the training data. Different
types of feature noise have been extensively studied in several liter-
ature [4, 6, 9, 11]. However, little is known on how adversarial label
noise is induced. Most of previous work either assume that labels are
erased at random [3], or they restrict the underlying distribution of
label noise to certain families without considering the attack strategy
from the adversary’s perspective [5, 8]. Recently, a label flips strat-
egy based on heuristics is proposed to attack support vectormachines
(SVMs) [2].

This paper formalizes the problem ofadversarial label flips attack
in the supervised learning setting, where the adversary contaminates
the training data through flipping labels. More exactly, theadversary
aims to find a combination of label flips under a givenbudgetso that a
classifier trained on such data will have maximal classification error.
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Motivated by Tikhonov regularization, we present an optimization
framework for solving this problem. We then devise an algorithm for
attacking support vector machine, which can be efficiently solved as
two minimization problems. Experiments demonstrate that our attack
maximally degrades the accuracy of SVMs with different kernels.

While solving problems for adversaries may seem counterproduc-
tive, we believe that investigating the strategy of the adversary and
the vulnerability of the defender is the only way to develop arobust
learning algorithm in the future. The rest of this paper is organized
as follows. The problem of adversarial label flips is described in Sec-
tion 2. A framework for finding the near-optimal label flips ispre-
sented in Section 3. The algorithm for attacking SVMs is derived in
Section 4, followed by experimental results on both synthetic and
real-world data in Section 5. Section 6 provides conclusions and dis-
cussions.

2 PROBLEM STATEMENT

In the supervised classification problem, we have a trainingset ofn
instancesS := {(xi, yi) |xi ∈ X , yi ∈ Y}

n
i=1, with theinput space

X and thelabel spaceY := {−1, 1}. Given ahypothesis spaceH
and aloss functionV , the goal is to find a classification hypothesis
fS ∈ H by solving Tikhonov regularization problem

fS := argmin
f

γ

n
∑

i=1

V (yi, f(xi)) + ‖f‖
2
H, (1)

wherefS denotes the classifier trained onS, andγ is a fixed positive
parameter for quantifying the trade off. Remark that the first term
in (1) reflects the empirical loss off on S, and the second term re-
flects the generalization ability off . Given an instancex ∈ X , the
classification decision is made according to the sign offS(x).

To express the label flips, we first introduce a set of variableszi ∈
{0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , n. Then replaceyi with y′

i := yi(1−2zi) so that if
zi = 1 then the label is flippedy′

i = −yi, otherwisey′
i = yi. Denote

S′ := {(xi, y
′
i)}

n
i=1 the tainted training set, which shares the same

instances asS but with some flipped labels. The adversary constructs
S′ in such a way that the resultingfS′ yields maximal loss on some
test setT . Thus, the problem of finding the near-optimal label flips
can be formulated as

max
z

∑

(x,y)∈T

V (y, fS′(x)) , (2)

s.t. fS′ ∈ argmin
f

γ

n
∑

i=1

V
(

y
′

i, f(xi)
)

+ ‖f‖2H, (3)

n
∑

i=1

cizi ≤ C, zi ∈ {0, 1}, (4)



whereci ∈ R0+ is the cost (or risk) of flipping labelyi from the ad-
versary’s viewpoint. Constraint (4) limits the total adversarial cost of
label flips toC. Unfortunately, the abovebileveloptimization prob-
lem is intrinsically hard due to the conflict and the interaction be-
tween (2) and (3). The conflict arises from the fact that for a given
training set the defender learns a classifier with minimal empirical
loss and good generalization ability, whereas the adversary expects
that the classifier has maximal loss and poor generalizationability.
That is, the beneficial outcome in one of them is associated with a
detrimental outcome in another. Moreover, since any singleflipped
label may lead to a change to the classifier, the greedy strategy that
flips labels based merely on the current classifier is ineffective. Es-
sentially, the adversary has to evaluate each combination of label flips
and selects the one that deteriorates the classifier the most.

As solving even the simplest linear bilevel problem is strongNP-
hard [13] and an exhaustive search on all combinations of flips is
prohibitive, we resort to a relaxed formulation of finding the near-
optimal label flips. In particular, we assume that the adversary only
maximizes the empirical loss of the classifier on the original training
set, yet indulges the defender in maximizing the generalization abil-
ity of the classifier. To obtain a set of label flips that jointly deterio-
rates the classifier’s performance to the greatest extent, the adversary
must foresee the reaction of the defender to the flipped labels. With
these considerations in mind, we relax the original bilevelproblem
and present a loss minimization framework in the next section.

3 LABEL FLIPS ATTACK FRAMEWORK

LetA andB be two sets of labeled instances, we first define an aux-
iliary loss function

g(B, fA) := γ
∑

(x,y)∈B

V (y, fA(x)) + ‖fA‖
2
H, (5)

wherefA denotes the classifier trained onA. Note that the first term
in (5) reflects the empirical loss incurred byfA over the setB, which
differs from (1).

To maximally degrade the classifier’s performance, we select S′

so that it has maximal loss under the original classifierfS but yields
minimal loss under the tainted classifierfS′ . The intuition is as fol-
lows: the adversary shifts the classification hypothesis sothat the
“terribly” mislabeled instances inS′ asserted by the original classi-
fier are now identified as “perfectly” labeled instances by the tainted
classifier. With this strategy, the adversary can proactively cause the
defender to produce a classifier whose loss is low onS′ but high on
S, which in turn has high loss on the test set. Formally, this idea can
be represented as

min
z

g(S′
, fS′)− g(S′

, fS), (6)

s.t.
n
∑

i=1

cizi ≤ C, zi ∈ {0, 1}.

Remark that givenanytraining set the defenderalwaysfinds the opti-
mal classifier by solving Tikhonov regularization problem.Thus, the
first term in (6) reflects the defender’s destined action on the train-
ing setS′. The second term quantifies the empirical loss onS′ using
the classifierfS trained on the original setS, which represents the
adversary’s strategy of selecting instances with high loss.

We further refine the objective function and constraints of (6) for
the algorithmic convenience. DenoteU the expanded representation

of S so that each instance inS is duplicated with a flipped label.
Formally, the setU := {(xi, yi)}

2n
i=1 is constructed as follows

(xi, yi) ∈ S, i = 1, . . . , n,

xi := xi−n, i = n+ 1, . . . , 2n,

yi := −yi−n i = n+ 1, . . . , 2n.

We introduce an indicator variableqi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , 2n for
each element inU , whereqi = 1 denotes that(xi, yi) ∈ S′, and
qi = 0 denotes that it is not. ReplaceS′ by U and substitute (5) into
(6), we can rewrite the near-optimal label flips problem as

min
q,f

γ

2n
∑

i=1

qi [V (yi, f(xi))− V (yi, fS(xi))] + ‖f‖
2
H, (7)

s.t.

2n
∑

i=n+1

ciqi ≤ C,

qi + qi+n = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

qi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , 2n.

We ignore ‖fS‖2H as it is a constant with respect to the opti-
mization variables. Indicator variablesqn+1, . . . , q2n correspond to
z1, . . . , zn in the previous bilevel formulations, respectively. The
constraintqi + qi+n = 1 reflects that only one label can be chosen
for the instancexi. Due to the acquiescence on the defender’s behav-
ior of maximizing the generalization ability of the taintedclassifier,
the conflicting objectives of the defender and the adversaryare now
incorporated into one minimization problem. Given a training set we
can employ the above framework to compute the set of label flips
that will jointly degrade the classifier’s accuracy withoutexceeding
a specified budget. Recall that SVMs can be considered as a special
case of Tikhonov regularization, it is straightforward to develop an
attack on SVMs subject to this framework, as we shall see in the next
section.

4 ATTACK ON SVM

SVMs project the original training instances from the inputspaceX
to thefeature spaceF by Φ : X → F . In general, SVMs trained on
S has the form

fS(x) :=
n
∑

i=1

αiK(x,xi) + b,

whereK is aMercer Kernelwhich satisfies the propertyK(x,xi) =
Φ(x)⊤Φ(xi) andb ∈ R denotes the bias. The classifier can be also
rewritten as

fS(x) := w
⊤
x+ b,

wherew :=
∑n

i=1 αiΦ(xi) andw ∈ F . Thus, the classification
boundary of a SVM is a hyperplane inF with normal vectorw.
Given thehinge lossfunctionV (y, f(x)) := max(0, 1 − yf(x)),
Tikhonov regularization for SVMs is a constrained quadratic pro-
gramming (QP) problem

min
w,ξ,b

γ

n
∑

i=1

ξi +
1

2
‖w‖2 (8)

s.t. yi(w
⊤
xi + b) ≥ 1− ξi, ξi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , n,

whereξi represents the hinge loss of(xi, yi) resulting from the clas-
sifier fS . Denoteǫi := max(0, 1 − yifS′(xi)) the hinge loss of



(xi, yi) resulting from the tainted classifierfS′ . By plugging (8) into
(7), we have

min
q,w,ǫ,b

γ

2n
∑

i=1

qi(ǫi − ξi) +
1

2
‖w‖2 (9)

s.t. yi(w
⊤
xi + b) ≥ 1− ǫi, ǫi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , 2n,

2n
∑

i=n+1

ciqi ≤ C,

qi + qi+n = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

qi ∈ {0, 1}, i = 1, . . . , 2n.

Observe that (9) involves an integer programming problem which
is in generalNP-hard. Therefore, we first relax it into a continu-
ous optimization problem by allowing allqi to take values between
[0, 1]. Then we decompose (9) into two sub-problems and devise an
iterative approach to minimize them alternatively. On the one hand,
by fixingq, the minimization overw, ǫ, b is reduced to the following
QP problem

min
w,ǫ,b

γ

2n
∑

i=1

qiǫi +
1

2
‖w‖2 (10)

s.t. yi(w
⊤
xi + b) ≥ 1− ǫi, ǫi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , 2n.

On the other hand, by fixingw, b and using the computedǫ the min-
imization overq can be described as a linear programming (LP) as
follows

min
q

γ

2n
∑

i=1

qi(ǫi − ξi) (11)

s.t.

2n
∑

i=n+1

ciqi ≤ C,

qi + qi+n = 1, i = 1, . . . , n,

0 ≤ qi ≤ 1, i = 1, . . . , 2n.

It is easy to see that by minimizing (10) and (11) the objective func-
tion (9) decreases monotonically. Note thatξi can be computed be-
forehand, the algorithm can be implemented efficiently withoff-the-
shelf QP and LP solvers. After the algorithm converges, we greed-
ily select the largest subset of{qn+1, . . . , q2n} meeting the given
budget and flip the corresponding labels. The complete procedure is
summarized in Algorithm 1, which we denote as ALFA.

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We demonstrate the label flips attack on SVMs with linear kernel and
radial basis function (RBF) kernel using two sets of experiments.
First, we employ some two-dimensional synthetic data to visualize
the decision boundaries of SVMs under the label flips. The second
set of experiments is conducted on ten real-world data sets,where we
concentrate the influence of label flips on SVMs with respect to dif-
ferent budgets. In all experiments, the proposed ALFA is compared
with the following three label flip strategies

• Uniform random flip: instances are uniformly chosen at random
from the training set and their labels are flipped. This can bere-
garded as introducing label noise to the training set from the non-
adversarial perspective.

Algorithm 1: Adversarial Label Flips Attack on SVMs (ALFA)

Input : original training setS, adversarial costc1, . . . , cn,
budgetC, parameterγ

Output: tainted training setS′ with flipped labels
1 FindfS by solving (8) onS; /* QP */
2 foreach (xi, yi) ∈ U do
3 ξi ← max(0, 1− yifS(xi));
4 ǫi ← 0;

5 repeat
6 Find q1, . . . , q2n by solving (11); /* LP */
7 Find ǫ1, . . . , ǫ2n by solving (10); /* QP */

8 until convergence;
9 L←Sort([qn+1, . . . , q2n], “ desc” );
/* L is an array of sorted indices */

10 for i← 1 to n do y′
i ← yi;

11 j ← 1;
12 while

∑j

i=1 qL[i] ≤ C do
13 y′

L[j]−n ← −yL[j]−n; /* Flip label */

14 j ← j + 1;

15 return S′ ← {(xi, y
′
i)}

n
i=1;

• Nearest-first flip: instances that have small distances to the deci-
sion hyperplane in the feature space are first flipped. This corre-
sponds to a thoughtless labeler who erroneously labels instances
that are difficult to be distinguished.

• Furthest-first flip: instances that have large distances to the deci-
sion hyperplane in the feature space are first flipped. In thisway,
we simulate a malicious labeler who deliberately gives wrong la-
bels on instances that are easy to be distinguished.

The adversarial cost is set asci := 1 for i = 1, . . . , n. Thus, given
a budgetC one can flip at mostmin(⌊C⌋, n) labels. Experiments
are conducted as follows. First, we randomly select the samenumber
of instances from two classes and construct the training setand the
test set, respectively. Second, the training set is taintedby performing
different flip strategies. Third, we train SVMs (withγ := 1) on the
original training set and four tainted training sets. Finally, the classi-
fication error of each SVM is measured on the test set, respectively.
As our test set is balanced, the worst performance of a classifier is
with 50% error rate, which corresponds to the random guess. Hence,
an error rate around50% indicates an effective attack strategy on
SVMs.

In the experiments, the convergence of ALFA typically occurs in
5 ∼ 10 iterations. On a training set with300 instances, our MAT-
LAB implementation2 without special code-level optimization takes
about3 seconds for computing the near-optimal label flips3.

5.1 Synthetic Examples

We generate linear and parabolic patterns in two dimensional space
for this experiment. From each pattern, we select100 instances as the
training set and800 instances as the test set. LetC := 20, decision

2 MATLAB implementation and more experimental results are available at
http://home.in.tum.de/∼xiaoh

3 We tried an exhaustive search to find the groundtruth optimallabel flips. For
example, To obtain the optimal20 label flips out of300 training instances,
our program has to check over7×1030 combinations. Due to the extremely
slow progress, we terminated the program after one month running on a12-
cores workstation.
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Figure 1. Decision boundaries of SVMs under different flip strategies. The first and second rows illustrate results on the linear pattern, the third and fourth
rows illustrate results on the parabolic pattern. For each strategy, the number of flipped labels is fixed to20 (i.e.20% of the training data). Each point

represents an instance. Labels are denoted in red and blue. In each plot, decision regions of SVMs are shaded in differentcolors. Only flipped instances in the
training set are highlighted. The percentage under each plot indicates the error rate of SVM measured on the test set, respectively.(a) The synthetic data

generated for the experiment.(b) Decision boundaries of SVMs trained on the original training set without label flips.(c) Decision boundaries of SVMs under
random label flips.(d) Decision boundaries of SVMs under nearest-first flip strategy. (e) Decision boundaries of SVMs under furthest-first flip strategy. (f)

Decision boundaries of SVMs under ALFA.

boundaries of SVMs under different flip strategies are illustrated in
Fig. 1.

By comparing Fig. 1(b) with Fig. 1(f), one can clearly observe the
dramatic changes on decision boundaries of SVMs under ALFA.For
instance, the original decision plane of linear SVM on the parabolic
pattern is almost tilted by90 degrees under ALFA (see the3rd row
of Fig. 1). Moreover, when ALFA is applied to SVMs with RBF ker-
nel, the error rate increases from3.2% to 32.4% on the linear pat-
tern and5.1% to 40.8% on the parabolic pattern. Not surprisingly,
the nearest-first strategy is least effective due to the tolerance nature
of soft-margin SVMs. While the furthest-first strategy increases the
classification error as well, it is less compelling than ALFA. Further
note that the performance of SVMs is quite stable under the uniform
random label noise and the error rate hardly changes with20 flipped
labels, as shown in Fig. 1(c). This implies that previous robust learn-
ing algorithms based on the assumption of random label noisemay
be too optimistic as they underestimate the adversary’s impact on the
classifier’s performance.

5.2 On Real-World Data

We continue the investigation of different flip strategies using 10
real-world data sets, which are downloaded from LIBSVM website.
For each data set, we randomly select200 instances as the training
set and800 instances as the test set. As in practice the adversary
usually controls only a small portion of the training data, we demon-
strate the effectiveness of label flips with respect to different budgets,
especially with low budget.

Figure 2 depicts the error rate of SVMs up to60 label flips (i.e.
C := 1, . . . , 60). As expected, the error rate of SVMs increases with
the growth of label flips. While SVMs sometimes show the resilience
to the random label noise, the error rate significantly increases under
ALFA and the furthest-first strategy due to their adversarial nature.
The advantage of ALFA is most significant when SVMs are trained
with RBF kernel. On many data sets, by flipping only20 labels (i.e.
10% of training data) with ALFA the error rate of RBF-SVM rises to
50%, which is turned into the random guess. Moreover, we remark
that ALFA is more cost-effective than the furthest-first strategy es-
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(a) Error rate of SVMs with linear kernel under different flipstrategies.
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(b) Error rate of SVMs with RBF kernel under different flip strategies.

Figure 2. Error rate of SVMs as a function of the number flipped labels. Within each experiment, the training set consists of200 instances (100 for each
class) selected randomly. The adversary can flip at most60 labels (i.e.30% of the training data). The classification error is measured on 800 test instances with

balanced labels. Results are averaged over60 repetitions. Note that50% error rate corresponds to the random guess.

pecially with small flips. When the number of flipped labels islarge,
ALFA keeps trapping SVMs with worst performance at50% error
rate. On the contrary, the furthest-first strategy increases the error rate
over50% (see Fig. 2(b)a9a,connect-4,letter), which in fact
regains the predictive power of SVMs. This behavior is due tothe fact
that our framework captures the classifier’s reaction to flipped labels,
whereas the furthest-first strategy merely considers the information
about the current classifier.

From the perspective of a cost-averse adversary, it is also inter-
esting to know the required budget for turning a SVM into a ran-
dom guess. Table 1 shows the required percentage of label flips when
the tainted SVM reaches50% error rate on the test set. First of all,
observe that the required percentage of label flips greatly depends
on data sets, or how training instances are distributed in the feature

space. Moreover, comparing with the linear kernel it is easier to taint
SVMs with RBF kernel. This is because by mapping instances to
the infinite dimensional feature space, instances are more sparsely
distributed. Hence, flipping a label will result a significant change
on the separating hyperplane. Furthermore, in both cases ALFA flips
less labels than other strategies. For the linear kernel therequired per-
centage of label flips is roughly stable with respect to the size of the
training set. That is, the required flips rises linearly whenthe size of
training set increases. On the contrary, for RBF kernel the required
percentage increases as the training set becomes larger.

Finally, we adapt ALFA to attack the label noise robust SVM (LN-
SVM) based on a simple kernel matrix correction [2]. Our experi-
ment indicates that, although LN-SVM shows resilience to the ran-
dom noisy labels, it still greatly suffers from ALFA.



Table 1. The percentage of flipped labels when a SVM reaches50% error rate. Experiment is conducted on ten data sets with100, 200 and300 training
instances, respectively. The classification error is measured on the randomly selected test set with800 instances. From the adversary’s viewpoint, smaller

percentage value indicates a more cost-effective flip strategy as it requires lower budget. For each data set, the most effective strategy is highlighted with the
boldface. Results are averaged over60 repetitions.

100 200 300
Data sets Rand. Near. Furt. ALFA Rand. Near. Furt. ALFA Rand. Near. Furt. ALFA

SVM with linear kernel
a9a 41.9 70.4 29.5 31.5 43.7 72.2 27.1 29.8 44.5 72.9 26.7 29.9
acoustic 38.5 77.6 19.2 17.1 41.5 77.4 18.8 17.3 42.5 76.6 18.8 17.4

connect-4 38.2 67.7 27.7 29.1 40.1 73.7 24.4 27.5 42.2 77.3 21.4 25.2
covtype 32.1 73.7 25.0 23.8 37.0 74.4 24.6 22.6 36.9 75.1 23.9 21.7

dna 43.4 47.6 50.7 47.8 42.5 51.6 45.8 44.2 43.5 54.6 42.6 43.2
gisette 47.7 56.6 43.7 43.6 47.0 61.8 37.9 37.9 47.6 63.8 35.6 35.6
ijcnn1 33.9 62.6 26.5 25.4 37.9 72.7 21.5 20.8 38.2 76.4 19.7 17.6

letter 36.7 80.6 18.2 19.0 40.2 82.6 17.1 18.6 41.5 82.1 17.4 19.1
seismic 38.7 73.8 26.3 25.5 40.7 71.3 28.3 28.7 41.3 70.7 28.8 28.1

satimage 44.5 70.5 30.0 32.2 45.4 70.3 29.8 25.5 46.4 69.2 30.6 22.3

SVM with RBF kernel
a9a 21.6 65.3 12.8 7.7 31.5 74.9 18.8 12.0 36.1 76.1 20.4 14.1

acoustic 6.3 14.7 4.1 2.9 16.3 36.8 10.2 7.1 22.6 52.7 13.7 7.8

connect-4 7.2 33.8 3.7 2.8 18.5 68.8 8.7 5.3 25.2 76.2 12.3 6.8

covtype 2.5 13.2 1.8 1.4 6.6 55.8 4.3 2.2 11.6 71.2 7.3 3.9

dna 27.6 53.6 20.8 11.6 40.9 63.7 31.6 17.0 46.7 66.5 32.6 19.2

gisette 29.4 68.9 23.4 14.1 38.7 70.8 28.4 17.8 43.4 69.2 29.0 19.3

ijcnn1 8.1 27.2 4.2 3.5 19.4 41.0 13.6 8.4 25.0 40.3 20.4 10.4

letter 22.6 78.0 11.7 8.0 31.0 84.4 14.1 10.9 35.3 84.5 14.2 11.9

seismic 11.0 33.4 6.4 4.3 24.0 64.4 13.5 7.4 29.3 69.0 16.4 9.6

satimage 39.1 69.2 25.5 23.7 41.8 68.8 28.7 22.3 43.4 67.8 30.3 23.3

6 CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

If we hope to develop a robust learning algorithm under adversar-
ial conditions, it is incumbent on us to understand the adversary’s
strategy. Throughout this paper, we have investigated the problem
of adversarial label flips in the supervised learning setting, where
an attacker contaminates the training data through flippinglabels.
We present an optimization framework for the adversary to find the
near-optimal label flips that maximally degrades the classifier’s per-
formance. The framework simultaneously models the adversary’s at-
tempt and the defender’s reaction in a loss minimization problem.
Based on this framework, we develop an algorithm for attacking
SVMs. Experimental results demonstrate the effectivenessof the pro-
posed attack on both synthetic and real-world data set.

Comparing with the random label noise, the adversarial label noise
has been shown to be more influential to the classifier’s performance.
Thus, the proposed framework can be used as a baseline for evalu-
ating the robustness of a learning algorithm under the noisycondi-
tion. The framework can be also extended to the active learning and
online learning settings, where labels are usually committed by mas-
sive annotators with various motivations. Another relevant scenario
is the crowdsourcing platform (e.g. Amazon’s Mechanical Turk),
where the labeled data can be obtained quickly from crowds ofhu-
man workers. In such settings, the adversarial label noise is inevitable
due to the limitation of quality control mechanisms. As a part of fu-
ture work, it would be interesting to formulate this learning prob-
lem as an-player hybrid game, which contains both cooperative and
non-cooperative players. By categorizing players into coalitions and
modeling the worst-case behavior of each coalition, one maydevelop
an algorithm that learns from good labelers yet shows resilience to
malicious labelers.
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